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Spray and Pray is the extremely entertaining tales of a wise-ass nobody enlisted PFC who thought he was a
tourist living on a beautiful beach only to be rudely volunteered under extreme duress into becoming a Huey
door gunner by a lifer First Sergeant. Every dog has its day and PFC Gebhart was on his way to meet the
God of War’s beautiful daughters, Fame and Glory.

This book will show you what a gunner has to contend with on a daily basis. You had angry green tracers
trying to kill you;.51 caliber anti-aircraft guns trying to make a Swiss cheese sandwich out of your gunbird;
friends getting killed and wounded. You had heat, mud, and endless monsoon rains; bread infested with
bugs; drunkenness; Mickey Mouse rules you had to follow; lost loves; black killer ants; bored, over-fed,
overbearing lifers; endless sandbag details; and finally, boring night guard duty where hardly anything ever
happened.

Thus saddle up for another action-packed adventure in an enchanting land called Vietnam. Ride the range
looking for VCs and NVAs trespassing in LBJ’s ranch property. Become a bug man with your helmet visor
pulled down, riding on a steel firefly prepping hot LZs, rescuing Recon teams, delivering mail to hell,
dusting VCs on bicycles on the dawn patrol, and meeting generals on VIP missions to Da Nang. Circle hot
LZs like hungry sharks escorting Med-Evac-34 choppers in and out. Feel the deadly descent of Huey gunship
coming out of the clouds at 900 feet up with both outboard M-60’s blasting and 2.75-inch rockets rocking
and rolling, rattling your brains. Now it is your turn to shoot a 200-round belt of 7.62 NATO rounds into a
nearby enemy-held tree line. Spray the enemy and pray to God they don't shoot back and hit your tail rotor or
you. Being dead could ruin your whole day.

Read all about the characters Gebhart has to deal with in order to enjoy his tropical vacation.

Watch, learn, and enjoy how he outmaneuvers his adversaries. Finally, see how a nobody PFC becomes a
decorated sergeant and pulls himself up by his boot straps to become Top Gun.

Sit back and relax in the rear seat of your Huey gunbird, feel the cool morning air hit your face, smell the
various odors of a Vietnam village in your nostrils, admire the Amish quilt-like rice paddies below you—but
don't let the gentle vibrations of the Huey lull you into complacency. Those green tracers dancing through
the air are equipped with deadly stingers to punch out your headlights and send you to the meat freezer of
lost souls. “Swing with the wing—Die in the sky” was Gebhart’s motto.

There are many outstanding Vietnam memories. Spray and Pray stands head and shoulders above them all.
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From reader reviews:

Leona Ferretti:

Hey guys, do you would like to finds a new book to learn? May be the book with the name Spray and Pray
suitable to you? The actual book was written by popular writer in this era. The book untitled Spray and
Prayis the main one of several books that will everyone read now. This book was inspired many people in
the world. When you read this e-book you will enter the new way of measuring that you ever know prior to.
The author explained their idea in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to comprehend the core
of this guide. This book will give you a lots of information about this world now. To help you see the
represented of the world on this book.

Donald Foster:

Spent a free time to be fun activity to complete! A lot of people spent their spare time with their family, or
their friends. Usually they accomplishing activity like watching television, going to beach, or picnic within
the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Will you something different to fill your
own free time/ holiday? Could possibly be reading a book may be option to fill your free of charge time/
holiday. The first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of book that you should read. If you want to test
look for book, may be the reserve untitled Spray and Pray can be great book to read. May be it might be best
activity to you.

Ralph Wood:

Beside this particular Spray and Pray in your phone, it can give you a way to get more close to the new
knowledge or data. The information and the knowledge you are going to got here is fresh from oven so don't
possibly be worry if you feel like an aged people live in narrow commune. It is good thing to have Spray and
Pray because this book offers to your account readable information. Do you at times have book but you
would not get what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this with your hand. The
Enjoyable option here cannot be questionable, like treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss the
idea? Find this book along with read it from right now!

Lorraine Bryant:

As we know that book is vital thing to add our expertise for everything. By a guide we can know everything
we want. A book is a range of written, printed, illustrated or maybe blank sheet. Every year has been exactly
added. This book Spray and Pray was filled concerning science. Spend your spare time to add your
knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has several feel when they reading a new book.
If you know how big selling point of a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a e-book. In the modern era like
now, many ways to get book which you wanted.
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